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Abstract—Software Defined Networking (SDN) technology increases the evolution of Internet and network development. SDN, with its logical centralization of controllers and global network overview changes the network's characteristics, on term of flexibility, availability and programmability. However, this development increased the network communication security challenges. To enhance the SDN security, we propose the BCFR solution to avoid false flow rules injection in SDN data layer devices. In this solution, we use the blockchain technology to provide the controller authentication and the integrity of the traffic flow circulated between the controller and the other network elements. This work is implemented using OpenStack platform and Onos controller. The evaluation results show the effectiveness of our proposal.

Index Terms—Software Defined Networking, SDN controller security, Blockchain, OpenStack, Onos, injection, false flow rules.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, due to the development of the Internet, everything is accessible easily, anytime, from everywhere. Then, with the massive use of new ITs trends such as cloud computing [1], big data [2] and IoT (Internet of Things) [3] [4], which represent large amount of data, the computer networks consolidation and the communications ensuring of these different technologies become complex, expensive and very difficult for managing. Furthermore, traditional IP networks are vertically integrated, so they can’t ensure the efficiency, the reliability, the flexibility and the robustness to manage the huge amount of data circulating on the network.

In order to address these challenges, the idea of "programmable networks" has been proposed under the concept of SDN [5], which is an emerging networking paradigm that aims to change the limitations of current network infrastructures. SDN breaks the vertical integration by separating the networks control logic (the control plane) from the underlying routers and switches that forward the traffic (the data plane). Furthermore, with the separation of the control and data planes, network switches become simple forwarding devices, and the network control logic is implemented in a centralized controller, which simplifies policy enforcement and network reconfiguration and evolution [6]. Accordingly, the advantages of SDN technology are attracting great attention from both academia and industry.

The spread of SDNs characteristics, which are fundamental for future networks created new security challenges for companies and network administrators. Indeed, these challenges present new attacks methodologies which aim to change the architecture of this technology, for example, the communication channels between the different layers and the controller. Hence, it is essential to secure this new network approach before it is exploited at a large scale [7] [8].

In this work, we focus on SDN controller security. We provide a mechanism for securing the communication between the controller and the SDN network elements by using the blockchain technology [9] [10] [11]. This approach insures the security, storage and exchange of information without centralized control. The aim is to control and secure the communication of registration of all exchanged operations between the controller and the rest of network components, with accordance, reliability and efficiency. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that addresses the problem of false flow rules injection in SDN using blockchain.

The blockchain technology is infallible to attacks, due to its architecture, that allows incremental hashing and storage of replication data on a group of trust nodes. So, how we can integrate it, within the framework of SDN to secure the network?

In order to address this problem, we carried out our work in a progressive way. The major contributions of this paper is the implementation of a security method in SDN architecture. This method will be provided as a service to ensure the protection of our network communication and information between the controller and the various integrated network devices such as switches. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II shows the related work. In Section III, we present the concept of our proposal. Section IV describes deployment, implementation of our system and depicts the experiments results. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and presents future works.

II. RELATED WORK

SDN, is a new paradigm that enables to implement new security concepts in comparison with traditional network. It uses many technologies in addition to its characteristics to insure an efficient protection of data and resources in the network communication. Blockchain technology can be integrated with SDN to efficiently secure the network. There are some works, which combine these two technologies to
provide an effective security in the network. In [12], the authors propose an OpenFlow-based approach to secure blockchain nodes. This approach is implemented as a module on SDN controller. It uses the SDN components capabilities for filtering the incoming traffic attempt interacting with the blockchain nodes. It aims to secure private and consortium blockchain nodes against attackers and malicious attempt from one or multiples source IP address. The authors in [13] addressed the security of IoT networks. They propose a distributed secure SDN architecture for IoT network. In their scheme, the blockchain technique is used to secure the flow rules table and the security is automatically adapted to the threat landscape without the need of administrator. In [14], the authors used backup controllers to detect compromised SDN devices. The backup controller is used to audit the online handling information of network update events collected from the primary controller and its switches. The collected information is analysed for detecting compromised devices. A blockchain-based distributed cloud architecture for IoT with SDN is considered in [15]. This approach provides a secure distributed fog node architecture that uses SDN and blockchain techniques to bring computing resources to the edge of the IoT network. The proposed architecture was designed to support high availability, real time data delivery, high scalability, security, resiliency, and low latency. Three layers are described the architecture of the proposed model, which are device, fog, and cloud layer. The work proposed in [16] studies the potential SDN vulnerabilities that might be used by attackers to launch controller and switch hijacking. This work presents mechanism for preventing misbehaving applications from hijacking controller. The work proposed in [17] presented another hijacking controller preventing scheme. In addition, another solution of a fault-tolerant SDN control plane is proposed in [18]. In this solution, network-related and application-related states are stored in a shared data store for smooth transition. In [19] and [20], the authors focused on the flow rules checking to detect the conflicting rules.

All the above related works didn’t consider the man in the middle attack. Therefore, our solution comes to overcome this problem by avoiding false rules injection and securing the communication between the controller and the SDN data layer network elements.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

In our proposed solution, we focus on the controller SDN security. We use blockchain technology to secure the communication between the SDN controller and the other network elements against False Flow Rule Injection (FFRI). Below, we present the components of our system and we describe its main concept.

A. System environment and its components

The system environment is considered as Software Defined Network mainly represented by its three main functional components (Fig.1). SDN Application contains various functionalities, such as network management, policy implementation, and other security services. SDN Controller represents logical centralized control software, it maintains global view of the network, and provides hardware abstractions to SDN applications. SDN Data layer elements represent the physical layer and it contains the forwarding network devices used for forwarding traffic flows.

In this environment, SDN controller receives instructions from the SDN Application layer and relays them to the networking components. It may extract information about the network from the hardware devices and sends it back to the SDN Applications with an abstract view of the network. The SDN Data layer elements forward and process the network data flow according to the flow rules sent from the SDN controller. Therefore, any false flow rule sent to the network devices has major impact on the forwarding and processing of the network data flow.

Fig. 1. SDN Architecture and threat model.

As shown in Fig.1, a malicious actor can realize man-in-the-middle attack by inserting himself as relay into a communication session between SDN controller and SDN network device. He could impersonate both parties and gains access to information that the two parties were trying to send to each other. This attack allows a malicious actor to secretly intercept, send and receive flow rules without being noticed.

B. Concept of the proposed solution

In SDN network, the security of the information exchanged between controller and the network devices of the forwarding plane is very important. To secure SDN network against false flow rules injection, we propose to protect the communication between SDN controller and forwarding devices using blockchain technology. Fig.2 shows the architecture of the proposed solution. In this architecture, a new trusted device is used. This device communicates with the SDN controller and the SDN network elements. Its principal role is the detection
of eventual FFRI. Our solution is divided into two parts, blockchain communication and FFRI detection approach.

1) Blockchain communication: SDN controller and trusted device form the private blockchain network. This blockchain is opened only for these two nodes. When the controller sends flow rule to SDN network element via Openflow protocol [21], a copy of this flow rule is sent to the trusted node via blockchain. We use permissioned blockchain in which SDN controller can write new blocks into the chain and transact on the blockchain. The second node permissions are limited for reading the information on the blockchain. Moreover, this node can access to any SDN Data layer element and retrieve its flow rule table.

The block of blockchain contains the below information:
- Publishers: Identifier of SDN controller.
- Keys: The Publication identifier.
- Data: The flow rule of the transaction.
- Blocktime: The time of the block creation.
- Txd: The Block ID.

The controller’s data flows are composed of several recorded rules at the blockchain in a database composed as follow:
- ID: The identifier of the rule.
- TABLEID: The identifier of the flow table.
- DEVICEID: The identifier of the equipment on which the rule will be executed.
- TYPE: The rule type: input/output.
- OUTPORT: The output port number.
- INPORT: The input port number.
- PRIORITY: The priority of the rule.
- MACSRC: The source mac address of flow.
- MACDST: The destination mac address of flow.

2) Detection and prevention approaches: To secure the communication between the controller and the network elements, we propose two approaches. The first approach detects and reports the network threats, while the second prevents and avoids the suspicious attacks. Fig.3 describes the main steps of the first approach.

a) Attack detection approach: In this approach, as shown in the Detection Algorithm (Algorithm 1), when a new packet arrives to the VSwitch, if there is no rule corresponding to this packet in the flow table, the SDN Data layer element sends a request (Q) to the controller via Open Flow API, for selecting the adequate rules to this new flow. The controller receives the rules from network administrators, it processes the received request(Q), sends the request rule (Rq) to the VSwitch, and stores it in a trusted node, member of blockchain. This node hashes the traffic (request rule) into a block and distributes it to the other blockchain members. The request rule is a set of flow rules permitting the SDN Data layer elements to forward a given traffic according to these specific rules. Next, the SDN Data layer element sends the flow rules which it received from the controller to the trusted node (Firewall node (VMFw)). In the other hand, the VMFw node access to the blockchain and consults the flow rules sent by the controller and then it performs the needed comparison. For the first time, the flow rules should be matched in cases of similarity or unequal rules. In case of any dissimilarity, the VMFw node has to notify the network administrator. This approach could detect the eventual attacks but it cannot prevent them. The SDN Data layer elements execute the flow rule sent by the SDN controller without any previous check. To overcome this limit, we propose another approach to prevent the network attacks and malicious attempts.

b) Attack prevention approach: In this approach (Fig.4), the SDN controller sends the flow rule to the SDN Data layer elements and creates a copy of the same flow in the blockchain node as the previous approach. When SDN Data layer element receives the flow rule sent by the controller and before executing the rule, it has to wait the approval of the VMFw node. So, the SDN Data layer element transmits the received flow rule to the VMFw node. The VMFw access to the blockchain, compares the two rules and replays the SDN Data layer elements by giving him the execution agreement of the rule in case of similarity between the rules. Else, it notifies the administrator about the eventual attack. The Prevention Algorithm (Algorithm 2) illustrates more details of the proposed solution.
Algorithm 1 Detection Algorithm.

1: $Q,Rq = request$
2: $Q.sends();$ $\triangleright$ VSwitch send a request q to the controller.
3: $Q.processing();$ $\triangleright$ Controller processes q.
4: $Rq.transmiting1();$ $\triangleright$ Controller transmits rq to SDN Data layer elements and blockchain node.
5: $logs = vsw.transmiting2();$ $\triangleright$ VSwitch transmits its logs to a VM firewall VMFw.
6: $VMFw.receivers(rq-archiv);$ $\triangleright$ VMFw recuperates rq from blockchain.
7: $VMFw.comparisons(rq-archiv, logs - vsw);$ 
8: $if (rq-archiv.id =! logs-vsw.id) Or (rq-archiv.adrsrc =! logs vsw.adrsrc) Or(rq-archiv.adrdst =! logs-vsw.adrdst) then$ 
9: $Threat.signaling();$ $\triangleright$ signaling a threat to administrator.
10: $end if$

Fig. 4. Attack prevention approach.

IV. DEPLOYMENT AND TEST PERFORMANCE

A. Deployment environment

In order to test the performance of our solution, we deploy the environment presented in Fig.5. We use OpenStack [22] as a private Cloud. It provides a rapid deployment of cloud infrastructure with possibility of incorporating the SDN controller. We use Mininet emulator [23] to create a realistic virtual network. Mininet runs many hosts and Switches on a single OS kernel, its Switches support OpenFlow for highly flexible custom routing and SDN. We manage the SDN network by ONOS [24] controller. ONOS is Open Network Operating System which has been implemented for managing network operations following an SDN approach. We use Multichain platform [25] to construct the network blockchain, and we add a virtual machine which plays the role of the VMFw node. This machine checks the integrity of the flows. We create after the other components and we configure the needed service function chain that will be applied by the SDN controller. In this work, we evaluate the performance of the attack detection approach only. The second approach will be tested in upcoming work. Table 1 resumes network components of our environment.

Algorithm 2 Prevention Algorithm

1: $Rq,Q = request; Rp = received – packet$
2: $Rq.sends();$
3: $Rq.processing();$
4: $Rq.transmiting1();$
5: $vsw.block(Rp);$ $\triangleright$ VSwitch wait the approval and blocks the received packet from the controller.
6: $logs = vsw.transmiting2();$ $\triangleright$ vsw transmits its logs to a VM firewall VMFw.
7: $VMFw.receivers(rq-BC);$ $\triangleright$ VMFw recuperates rq from blockchain.
8: $VMFw.comparisons(rq-BC, rq-vsw);$ 
9: $if (rq-BC.id =! rq-vsw.id) Or (rq-BC.adrsrc =! rq-vsw.adrsrc) Or(rq-BC.adrdst =! rq-vsw.adrdst) then$ 
10: $replay(Reject);$ $\triangleright$ reject the packet and signaling a threat to the administrator.
11: $else$
12: $replay(rq.accept);$ $\triangleright$ request accepted.
13: $end if$
14: $if (Vsw.respons = Rq.Reject) then$
15: $vsw.block(Rq);$ 
16: $else$
17: $vsw.authorize(Rq);$ 
18: $end if$

Fig. 5. The architecture components of the proposed system.

B. Implementation

In order to deploy our approach, we developed algorithms as shown in Fig.5 (Recording(), GetlogSwitch(), Getrulescontroller(), and comparison()). We use python language and Linux Ubuntu virtual machine.

- The program Recording() : Intercepts the flow rules sent from the ONOS controller to the VSwitch and records it on the blockchain. In order to access to the blockchain and create the needed blocks, the write authorization is assigned to this program by updating the configuration file multichain.conf. In this file, we can modify the parameters (blockchain name, port number, user name,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network element</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open stack</td>
<td>Ubuntu Server 64 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDN Controller</td>
<td>ONOS, under Ubuntu virtual machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trusted node</td>
<td>Ubuntu virtual machine (Firewall)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockchain</td>
<td>ONOS, Firewall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mininet</td>
<td>network infrastructure consisting of switches and hosts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

password and IP address). Access to the blockchain is done by calling the remote RPC procedure using an open source library called Savoir using the following commands (Fig.6). Then, we record the controllers instructions by creating new block in the blockchain containing the rules sent from controller to VSwitch.

![Fig. 6. Blockchain access procedure.](image)

- **the programs GetLogSwitch(), Getrulescontroller() and Comparison():** are executed by virtual machine VMFw, to detect attacks and malicious attempts.
  - `GetLogSwitch()` accesses to Mininet via SSH connection and gets VSwitch logs. The retrieved data are inserted in a data dictionary for the comparison process.
  - `Getrulescontroller()` recuperates the content of the last bloc of the blockchain and insert it in a data dictionary. This block contains the rules sent from controller to VSwitch.
  - **The Comparison()** function compares the two data dictionaries (log SDN Data layer elements and controller rules). We compare the identifier, the identifier of table, the priority, the source and the destination MAC address of source and of destination, in addition to the type (Fig.7).

![Fig. 7. Implementation of the comparison function.](image)

At the end of the Comparison, in case of dissimilarity a notification message will be sent to the network administrator.

C. Experiments and results

In this part, we present the results of our experimentation. We carried out different experiments to evaluate the accuracy, and efficiency of our solution.

1) **System sizing:** In this experiment, we evaluate the impact of the network size on the network performance. We increase the number of SDN Data layer elements from 10 to 100 and we measure the blockchain creation time, SDN Data layer elements logs recuperation time, blockchain log recuperation time, processing time and total execution time. Fig.8 shows the results of this experiment.

![Fig. 8. Execution time according to Network size.](image)

We note that the total execution time increases in parallel with the increasing of the number of VSwitches due to the SSH connection and SDN Data layer elements log recuperation from each VSwitch. The connection time between the SDN Data layer elements (VSwitch) and VMFw node could be enhanced according to the network connection type. In the other hand, we notice that the time required for creating the blockchain, the processing time, and the time of the recovery of flows through the blockchain are very low and are still stable. Then, we deduce that our program will not be able to manage very large infrastructure, due to the data recovery time of more than 30 seconds, in addition to the blockchain update time that causes errors in our program due to the recovery of outdated data. This problem could be resolved by using multi-controllers in SDN network.

2) **Detection of attacks (False rules injection):** In this experiment, we evaluate the ability of our program to detect number of false rules injected into our platform. For test reasons, we disconnect the controller in order to be able to send false rules to the VSwitch.

![Fig. 9. Total execution time according to the number of injected instructions rules.](image)
features. and enhance the execution time by proposing other extension extended future work, we plan to evaluate the second approach we have evaluated the first approach. The experiment results its execution by the VSwitch. The second approach verifies the sent from the controller to the SDN Data layer elements after SDN network using blockchain technology. The proposed cannot access to the blockchain and injects false flow rules. So, the malicious node finds a difference between the blockchain flow rules and the VMFw compares the flow rule sent by malicious node to the SDN Data layer elements with the same flow rule stored in the blockchain. An attack can be detected when the VMFw finds a difference between the blockchain flow rules and the SDN data layer elements flow rules. So, the malicious node cannot access to the blockchain and injects false flow rules. For this reason all the attacks have been detected.

V. Conclusion

We have proposed a new security solution for protecting SDN network using blockchain technology. The proposed solution integrates the quality of the blockchain to secure the SDN southbound communication. In this solution, we have proposed two approaches. The first approach detects false rules sent from the controller to the SDN Data layer elements after its execution by the VSwitch. The second approach verifies the integrity of the flow rules before its execution. In this paper, we have evaluated the first approach. The experiment results show that the proposed approach gives a good performance in term of attack detection and acceptable execution time. As extended future work, we plan to evaluate the second approach and enhance the execution time by proposing other extension features.
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